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Resource Information

URL: http://sourceforge.net/projects/flexbar/
Proper Citation: Flexbar (RRID:SCR_013001)
Description: Flexible barcode and adapter removal for sequencing platforms.
Resource Type: Resource, software resource
Keywords: bio.tools
Parent Organization: SourceForge
Website Status: Last checked up
Abbreviations: Flexbar
Resource Name: Flexbar
Resource ID: SCR_013001
Alternate IDs: OMICS_01087, biotools:flexbar
Alternate URLs: https://bio.tools/flexbar

Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for Flexbar.
No alerts have been found for Flexbar.
We found 132 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at [FDI Lab - SciCrunch.org](https://sci.crunch.org).
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